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Refraction



When light meets a new medium it changes speed

Light travels in straight lines

What Happens When Light  
Travels From One Medium to Another?

   Light can undergo partial reflection and refraction at the 
same time  

Speed of light depends on medium it is passing through



Refraction
Refraction - bending or changing direction of light when 
it travels from one medium into another (ex: from air 
into water) 

Caused by changes to the speed of light 

air

water



Substance Speed (km/s)
air 300 000

ice 229 000

liquid water 226 000

vegetable oil 204 000

pyrex glass 204 000

regular glass 197 000

diamond 124 000
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water

Refraction
Refraction - bending or changing direction of light when 
it travels from one medium into another (ex: from air 
into water) 

Caused by changes to the speed of light



Why Does Light Bend?

  As n increases, the medium gets 
more optically dense

  As n increases, the speed of light 
decreases

  Greater difference in n of mediums 
= more bending

Index of Refraction (n) - how optically dense a medium is



Properties of Media

Index of Refraction (n) =  speed of light in vacuum (c) 
                            speed of light in medium (v)

   n - no units
   Each medium has its own value for n and v

   v - meters per second (m/s)



Ray Diagram of Refraction
Incident ray travels towards boundary

Refracted ray enters new medium and travels away from 
boundary 

Angle of incidence - between  
incident ray and normal

Angle of refraction - between  
refracted ray and normal 

incident ray

Angle of reflection - between  
reflected ray and normal

   Reflected ray reflects off the boundary

angle of  
reflection

reflected ray



Two Rules of Refraction
1) When traveling from a “fast” substance to a “slow” substance, 
the refracted ray bends towards the normal 
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water

towards 
normal line

“fast” to “slow”

2) When traveling from a “slow” substance to  a “fast” substance, 
the refracted ray bends away from the normal
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Phenomena of Refraction


